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Dare to Be Yourself Alan Cohen 1994 In this powerful map to self-discovery, Alan Cohen draws on
sources from Buddhism to the Bible, from Gandhi and Einstein to A Course In Miracles, sharing many of
his own radiant moments of revelation on the spiritual path. He shows how we can let go of the past,
overcome fear, and discover the power of love in our lives. Once we are engaged in the work of truly
being ourselves, each challenge becomes an opportunity for growth, each choice a lesson in
commitment, each relationship a renewal of God's work. Dare To Be Yourself will dramatically enlighten,
empower, and enliven you as you awaken to life and love and the unique gifts that are yours to give the
world. "Alan Cohen has a rare and precious quality. He inspires happiness, and the message itself is as
pure as his heart." -- Hugh Prather
My Father's Voice (Alan Cohen title) Alan Cohen 2000-06-18 A uniquely inspiring story of a man on a
quest to ﬁnd himself, the woman who moves him, and the child who reminds him. Angelo Mann has it all
– a prestigious career, devoted family, plenty of money…everything he could possibly desire. He does,
however, have a big problem – he is empty and aching inside. Angelo doesn’t know who he is. Even more
troubling is Angelo’s fear that he will hurt his son in the same way his father hurt him. Suddenly life
sends Angelo an experience that forces him to rethink everything about the way he is living. As a result,
he sets out on an incredible adventure which leads him to a discovery that could change the world – if he
can ﬁnd the courage to deliver it.
Gratitude Louise L. Hay and Friends 2009-08-31 Dr. Wayne W. Dyer, Joan Z. Borysenko, Lee Carroll, Sri
Daya Mata, Doreen Virtue, Bernie Siegel, M.D., Dan Millman, John Randolph Price, and others share their
understanding of the practice of gratitude.
Meant to Be Joyce Vissell 2000-02-01 Presents a collection thirty-eight true love stories.
Prayer: The Hidden Fire Tom Harpur Canada's most prominent writer on religious issues gives us the ﬁrst
truly down-to-earth book on prayer. Simple, practical, focussed on real life and completely honest.
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Chicken Soup for the Soul Cookbook Jack Canﬁeld 2012-10-23 The kitchen is the heart of the home.
So much of life is lived around the family table: we tell stories, review the day, pass on traditions, grieve
our losses, resolve diﬀerences, introduce new loves and celebrate holidays. In the preparing and sharing
of meals we create deep memories that we carry with us forever. In the ﬂavor of Chicken Soup for the
Soul, here is a joyful collection of heartwarming stories accompanied by mouthwatering recipes.
Seasoned with heartfelt blessings, this marvelous book will help you revisit time-honored values and
foster the sharing of meaningful conversation—and new recipes—at mealtime.
Barefoot on Holy Ground Gloria Karpinski 2009-11-11 "The dreams in our hearts have to be matched by
our craftsmanship in the world." Spiritual seekers in the 21st century take many forms, from the
visionary and futurist to the social activist and rebel. Yet whatever your inner calling, writes
internationally renowned teacher Gloria Karpinski, you can beneﬁt from the practical guidance of other
seekers on how best to manifest your spiritual intentions in the nitty-gritty reality of everyday life. A new
companion for traveling purposefully on the path, Barefoot on Holy Ground helps you learn how to call
forth the good in every circumstance and use it to further your mission and consciousness. Through
numerous enjoyable, eﬀective exercises and meditations, you will learn how to integrate your inner and
outer resources of mind, body, emotions, ﬁnances, and careers into your personal practice. This will free
you to become a disciple–in the modern sense–to your own higher calling and service to the world.
Drawing on the wisdom of ancient scriptures and contemporary thinkers from many world traditions,
tapping into her own and other disciples’ real-life stories and insights, Karpinski shares the Twelve
Lessons of Spiritual Craftsmanship that are essential to the disciple’s path. These easy-to-follow lessons
are divided into three parts: Knowing the Way explores the ways we recognize and understand our
mission through Knowledge, Revelation, Body Wisdom, and Discernment; Becoming the Way illuminates
the fundamental building principles of strong discipleship: Love, Will, Faith, and Power; and Fulﬁlling the
Way reveals the practical process through which we bring our journey to fruition by Creating,
Transforming, Enduring, and Serving. Integration, balance, and wisdom are the beneﬁts of the twelve
lessons, the treasured syntheses of yin and yang, light and shadow, heaven and earth. Full of exciting,
eﬀective spiritual exercises, Barefoot on Holy Ground leads readers purposefully along the path to
Conscious Evolution so that they can embrace their higher calling.
Handle With Prayer Alan Cohen 1999-08-01 Handle with Prayer oﬀers a wealth of insights into deepening
our prayer and bringing our dreams to life. In a comfortably friendly yet profoundly moving way, Alan
Cohen guides readers to create real and lasting changes in their health, prosperity, relationships, and
spiritual paths. Prayer, we discover, is a magniﬁcent adventure in manifesting miracles and creating the
life of our heart’s desire. In this inspiring book, Alan gives you the formula for making your dreams come
through, teaching you that enthusiasm generates creativity. His formula is: Desire + Belief = Results. He
says, "Desire is the engine that drives spontaneous visioning. When you are enthusiastic, you are linked
with the divine. Joy is the pipeline to heaven, and if you keep your channel open and ﬂowing, you will
bring heaven to earth." He reminds us that Jesus said, "It is done unto you as you believe." Those new to
prayer, as well as experienced practitioners, will be bolstered and illuminated by this fresh and timely
text, which takes prayer out of the domain of rote obligation, and delivers it to its rightful place as our
most powerful and practical tool to manifest our destiny.
The Dragon Doesn't Live Here Anymore Alan Cohen 1993 The author of Dare to Be Yourself presents
a series of illuminating essays designed to assist readers on a journey toward spiritual enlightenment and
fulﬁlling self-discovery. Reprint.
I Had It All the Time Alan Cohen 1995-03-07 Quit Fixing Yourself and Get on with the Life You Came to
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Live! If you are among the millions of people who have devoted years of time, bundles of money, and
buckets of eﬀort to ﬁnding the teacher, training, or technique that will ﬁx what’s not working in your life,
you will ﬁnd welcome relief in this dynamic, heartful, and humorous array of illuminating insights.
Whether you are a newcomer or veteran on the path of self-improvement, I Had It All the Time will
awaken you to a life so magniﬁcent that you will laugh at the notion of improving what love made whole.
The Shock Wealth System
The Meaning of Three: Under the Mask Sandy Sela-Smith PhD 2011-06-07 This third book in the trilogy,
The Meanaing of Three: Under the Mask focuses on the mystical, magical, mysterious essence that
resides in each of us, but few of us ever know is there. Through her personal story, she communicates
transpersonal truths that support the reader in releasing the mask, which is our false identity and what is
behind the mask, which is what we, too often, are afraid we are. And through this book, she supports the
reader in discovering the amazing being that we are Under the Mask
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Awakening Your Spirituality Jonathan Robinson 2000 Explores
methods of increasing spirituality, including meditation, redirection of negative emotions, and use of
workshops and retreats.
Transcending Turmoil Donna F. LaMar 2013-12-01
Conscious Courage Maureen Stearns 2004 An uplifting and inspirational book that is easy to read and
gets "right to the point." A practical handbook for anyone who desires the courage to turn everyday
challenges into opportunities. Royal Palm Literary Award.
Help, Comfort, And Hope After Losing Your Baby In Pregnancy Or The First Year Hannah
Lothrop 2009-04-13 Through her own experience with miscarriage as well as through the voices of other
parents who have suﬀered the devastation of their baby's death, psychologist Hannah Lothrop guides
parents through the experience of bereavement, from shock and disbelief to renewal and growth. This
warm, insightful book also provides speciﬁc information for caregivers: hospital staﬀ, clergy, relatives, or
counselors. Thoughtful questions throughout help readers assess their emotions and identify their needs,
and an extensive list of resources provides additional sources of support.
How to Get and Stay Happy! Alexandra Van Horn, MSC, LMT 2013-03-13 This guide, when referred to
regularly will enable you to live a great life... A life of your own creation. A life that keeps you in touch
with your inner being. Read this book and then read it again and again until you 'own' what it teaches.
Keep it handy as a guide to refer to frequently so that you can help yourself stay on track, or get back on
track as needed!
Quit ‘Should Ing’ On Yourself: A Step By Step Guide to Creating the Life You Deserve Eva Starr
2015-05-14 Are you living your life according to somebody else’s script? Do you make decisions based on
what other people will think of you? It’s time to take back the reins, and put you back in the driver’s seat.
You have at your disposal the map, which will guide you every step of the way. Buckle your seat belt, and
hold on for your life; this isn’t your ordinary self-help book. Quit ‘Should-ing’ on Yourself will take you
down a road ﬁlled with twists and turns, valleys and peaks, on a remarkable journey to ﬁnding out who
you really are. Japa, an African grey parrot will help you peel back the layers of the onion, revealing your
true self, as you shine the light on the darkness ready to explore areas where you dared not tread before.
You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, and you’ll fall in love with Japa, as he leads you through a mixture of life’s realities
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in a world ﬁlled with so much insanity. You’ll ﬁnd a sense of connectedness as you blossom into the
ﬂower you were meant to be.
A Course in Miracles Made Easy Alan Cohen 2015-10-27 A Course in Miracles (ACIM)—the self-study
spiritual-thought system that teaches the way to love and forgiveness—has captured the minds and
hearts of millions of people, and delivered inner peace where fear and pain once prevailed. Its universal
message is unsurpassed in its power to heal. Yet many students report that they have diﬃculty grasping
the principles, or encounter resistance to the lessons. So, even while they yearn for the spiritual freedom
the Course oﬀers, they put the book aside, hoping one day to get to it. Alan Cohen, ACIM student and
teacher for over 30 years, takes the Big Picture ideas of the Course and brings them down to earth in
practical, easy-to-understand lessons with plenty of real-life examples and applications. A Course in
Miracles Made Easy is the Rosetta stone that will render the Course understandable and relatable; and,
most importantly, generate practical, healing results in the lives of students. This unique reader-friendly
guide will serve longtime students of the Course, as well as those seeking to acquaint themselves with
the program.
The Great Dane and Little Turtle Sharon Bailhé 2013-05 As a strawberry-blonde, freckle-faced girl, I was
fortunate to model for the famous illustrator Norman Rockwell, and later I was scouted by Oleg Cassini to
model his fashion designs in Manhattan, New York. My French father, a VP of a Madison Avenue
advertising agency, knew the world of modeling. He took me away, traveling and dining in the ﬁnest
restaurants, as he did not want me to be in that world. When I had a family of my own, I continued the
tradition of ﬁne cuisine, as I had developed discriminating tastes. I rolled up my sleeves and began my
cooking journey. The ﬁrst cookbook I read was Gourmet Techniques of French Cooking by Louis Diat, who
was a chef and teacher at the Ritz Carlton in Paris. I was hooked. As the Great Dane from Copenhagen
and I, the Little Turtle, cooked side by side, I was brought back to my Swedish/Danish heritage from my
mother's side, Kemp/Johansson. On my father's side, my French heritage started in 1607 on the Bailhe'
family vineyard in Gaillac, near Toulouse in the southern Basque region. The story of The Great Dane and
Little Turtle is about creating a new life. For a life with no love is like a harp with no strings. Come along
as Little Turtle's life begins to fall into place like a fairytale as she ﬁnds her way back to love, in one of
the greatest love stories ever told.
All the Joy You Can Stand Debrena Jackson Gandy 2007-12-18 As a successful writer, keynote speaker,
consultant, and seminar leader, Debrena Jackson Gandy has helped thousands of African-American
women access their inner power and live life more joyfully and boldly. All the Joy You Can Stand: 101
Sacred Power Principles for Making Joy Real in Your Life is the eagerly anticipated follow-up to her bestseller, Sacred Pampering Principles. This engaging, thought-provoking book features 101 Power Principles
that will help you tap into what brings you joy in your life and give you the spiritual tools to manifest the
desires of your heart, including how to:Discover Your Sacred SelfStrengthen Your Gratitude
MusclesIntegrate Renewal Into Your LifeBe a Sensuous WomanFree Your Creative GeniusCultivate Your
IntuitionBecome a Spiritual GardenerBe the Architect of Your LifeExpand Your Joy Threshold Using
insightful stories from her own life, as well as the lives of her readers, friends, and seminar and lecture
participants, Debrena Jackson Gandy has written an uplifting and transformational get-real guide for
women who want to develop their spiritual strength and actualize their divine potential. Whether it's
freeing your spirit by learning to release and forgive, or discovering how to more gracefully move through
life's cycles and seasons, here are proven answers for some of life's most diﬃcult questions. Prepare to
be challenged and to ask yourself, "How much joy can I stand?" For as Debrena says, the more joy you
can stand, the more joy God gives you.
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An Uphill Struggle Barbara Mulloy-Robbins 2012-05-31 Managing Dual Diagnosis in the Family A Mother's
Story An Uphill Struggle is an insightful and heart warming blend of memoir and research as a mother
sifts through past attempting to understand the devastating connection between ADD and Chemical
Addiction (Dual Diagnosis) as it played out in life and death of her two sons. It speaks from the heartof
their struggles with the undiagnosed and untreatable disorder of ADD and their attempts to self medicate
to normalize their turbulent minds. With great honesty and sensitivity, An Uphill Struggle reaches out to
parents locked in a tangle of circumstances that seems at times, beyond their control and understanding.
New Thought Mary Manin Morrissey 2003-08-18 Rooted in the Judeo-Christian tradition, New Thought,
like Science of Mind, is captured by the idea that our thoughts create our lives, not the other way around.
New Thought: A Practical Spirituality is the perfect introduction to this exciting, living faith. The book’s
editor, Mary Manin Morrissey, is a leading New Thought minister of the Living Enrichment Center, and the
author of the popular Building Your Field of Dreams. In this volume, Morrissey collects brief, powerful
essays from today’s most popular New Thought clergy. Each piece addresses issues you can use right
now to improve your life.
I Choose Me Brenda M Wood 2020-07-08 As a believer and a man of God who honors God wherever I go, I
had the pleasure of meeting Brenda in what I thought was a chance encounter...that is, until I realized
that she too was a believer. I then understood that our meeting was a divine appointment. Through our
periodic professional meetings and phone calls, Brenda’s life story began emerging, and I knew that she
had a story that God wanted to be told. I Choose Me is really a story of spiritual discovery and healing. It
is the evangelistic testimony of a woman who has allowed God to heal every hurt. This book is heart
warming, challenging and inspiring! It is a must-read for anyone who has encountered “hell on earth” in
their life and for those who have still yet to encounter this phenomenon. After reading this book, like
Brenda, I believe you too will complete your journey back to YOU! Blessings! Warren E. Anderson,
Associate Pastor and Author
Rising in Love (Alan Cohen title) Alan Cohen 1996-09-01 This is a book about Love… It is the saga of the
heart’s journey from loneliness to celebration, from empty, dark caverns to waterfalls of triumphant
gratitude. It is a testimony to the dauntless power of Love to heal broken dreams and make each one of
us new, bright, and whole again.
Books in Print 1995
Linden's Last Life Alan Cohen 2009-10-15 In this parable, Linden Kozlowski is about to end it all, but
he’s intercepted by a monk who convinces him that if he runs away from life, he’ll have to return, and his
problems will just get worse. To escape the pain of the world forever, Linden stays alive long enough to
make a mystical deal to never be reborn again. When a strange and unexpected turn of events occurs,
Linden has second thoughts about his decision…but can he reverse it? His extraordinary adventure
literally takes him to the ends of the earth, where he gathers allies, faces overwhelming forces, and
realizes that he must decide if life is worth living and if love is more powerful than destiny.
Love Letter to Humanity Howard I. Westin 2003-03-01 "I thoroughly enjoyed "Love Letter to Humanity."
Howard is himself "a love" and I relished each inspiring word as I read it through. Howard writes in a
meaningful and personal way about things which need to be said. You are so right Howard, "All there is,
is Love."--The Rev. Jon Mundy, Ph.D. Author, Publisher, and Lecturer on several A Course in Miracles
based books and articles including his Miracles magazine."Love Letter to Humanity" is ﬁlled with wisdom,
heart, and grace. How refreshing to read one sincere man's insights into the power of love. Thank you,
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Howard, for sharing your soul's truths!" --Alan Cohen, author and lecturer of A Deep Breath of Life, and
The Dragon Doesn't Live Here Anymore, and several other top sellers."I am delighted to be quoted in the
body of your work. Our generation did try to keep critical biblical scholarship out of the life of our
Churches. That was a pity." --Bishop John Shelby Spong, world renown lecturer and author of Why
Christianity Must Change or Die; also, A New Christianity For A New World, and many other best selling
books and articles.
A Course in Miracles Made Easy Alan Cohen 2015-10-27 A Course in Miracles (ACIM) - the self-study
spiritual-thought system that teaches the way to love and forgiveness - has captivated the minds and
captured the hearts of millions of people. Delivering inner peace where fear and pain once prevailed, its
universal message is unsurpassed in its power to heal. Yet many students report that they have diﬃculty
grasping the principles or keeping up with the lessons. So even while they yearn for the spiritual freedom
the Course oﬀers, they put the book aside, hoping to get to it one day. Alan Cohen, ACIM student and
teacher of more than 30 years, takes the big-picture ideas of the Course and brings them down to earth
in 22 concise, easy-to-understand chapters. Featuring entertaining examples, stories and real-life
applications, this unique, reader-friendly guide will prove invaluable to longtime ACIM students and
newcomers alike.
Encyclopedia of Film Themes, Settings and Series Richard B. Armstrong 2015-07-11 The ﬁrst editon
was called “the most valuable ﬁlm reference in several years” by Library Journal. The new edition
published in hardcover in 2001 includes more than 670 entries. The current work is a paperback reprint
of that edition. Each entry contains a mini-essay that deﬁnes the topic, followed by a chronological list of
representative ﬁlms. From the Abominable Snowman to Zorro, this encyclopedia provides ﬁlm scholars
and fans with an easy-to-use reference for researching ﬁlm themes or tracking down obscure movies on
subjects such as suspended animation, viral epidemics, robots, submarines, reincarnation, ventriloquists
and the Olympics (“Excellent” said Cult Movies). The volume also contains an extensive list of ﬁlm
characters and series, including B-movie detectives, Western heroes, made-for-television ﬁlm series, and
foreign ﬁlm heroes and villains.
A Daily Dose of Sanity Alan Cohen 2010-02-15 In times of challenge as well as ease, we all need a
helping hand to stay on top of our game, make successful decisions, and ﬁnd peace of mind in the midst
of people and events that might distract us. This collection of inspiring, poignant, and humorous real-life
stories, coupled with uplifting insights, will show you how to keep your head on straight and your heart
open no matter where you are or what you’re doing. In his uniquely warm and down-to-earth way, Alan
Cohen teaches you through meaningful examples that you’re in the perfect position to use your talents
and assets to turn your life into all you want it to be. Each day-of-the-year entry contains a theme, an
elegant quotation, a true-to-life anecdote, a short lesson, a question for self-study, and an empowering
aﬃrmation. In the tradition of Alan’s highly popular and award-winning book A Deep Breath of Life, you
can use this book on a daily basis for a potent uplift and gain valuable tools to feel better, create career
and ﬁnancial success, deepen the quality of all of your relationships, and ﬁnd personal fulﬁllment that
lifts you far beyond what you’ve known in the past.
The Dragon Doesn't Live Here Anymore Alan Cohen 1981
Wide Awake Quidam Green Meyers 2002-03 Interviews on Enlightenment compiled by Quidam Green
Meyers. In this revealing text, Meyers speaks to some of the Wests top spiritual teachers and writers on
the topic of Contemporary Awakening. Wide Awake reveals that there is no set path for enlightenment,
yet we are all capable of achieving it. Some of the contributors stress that we already are enlightened,
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but have not yet become aware of it. Those interviewed include Matthew Fox, Alan Cohen, Rev. Michael
Beckwith, Catherine Ingram, Lama Surya Das, Saniel Bonder, Isaac Shapiro, Arjuna Nick Ardagh, Satyam,
Nadeen, Dasarath, Neelam, Akash, Wayne Liquorman, Howard Raphael Cushner and Antonio Duncan.
Dragons Love Tacos Adam Rubin 2012-06-14 This scrumptious New York Times bestseller has a whole
lot of kick! Dragons love tacos. They love chicken tacos, beef tacos, great big tacos, and teeny tiny tacos.
So if you want to lure a bunch of dragons to your party, you should deﬁnitely serve tacos. Buckets and
buckets of tacos. Unfortunately, where there are tacos, there is also salsa. And if a dragon accidentally
eats spicy salsa . . . oh, boy. You're in red-hot trouble. The award-winning team behind Those Darn
Squirrels! has created an unforgettable, laugh-until-salsa-comes-out-of-your-nose tale of new friends and
the perfect snack.
Straight from the Horse's Mouth Amelia Kinkade 2011-02-08 What if you could listen to your pet’s
thoughts — and truly understand? What if your cat could reveal his mischievous secrets or your dog
could tell you about her day? What if you could assure him you’d be back soon or comfort her about
visiting the vet? You can, and animal communicator Amelia Kinkade will show you how. In Straight from
the Horse’s Mouth, she shares her practical program that has helped hundreds of clients break through
to communicate with their pets. Using guided meditations and other exercises designed to increase
intuition, you can learn to share memories, make plans, diagnose illness, track a disappearance, and
accept each other’s diﬀerences. Read Amelia Kinkade’s adventures in animal communication in all their
hilarity, passion, and tenderness, and know that you too can talk to animals and get answers.
Creating Sustainable Community Programs Mark Ross Daniels 2001 Daniels provides a collection of indepth case studies of tested sustainable community programs and oﬀers guidance to students regarding
successful implementation strategies. He and his contributors look at a variety of sustainable community
programs that have been successfully implemented in local communities. While most of these programs
exist through government funding or regulation, one--"Food Gatherers"--is a purely voluntary, non-proﬁt
program without any government funding.
The Grace Factor: Opening the Door to Inﬁnite Love Alan Cohen 2016-03-27 While you have been told
about the many factors determining why you can t have what you want, the one factor that outweighs
them all has been sorely overlooked and even hidden: the grace factor. In this bold progression of
liberating essays, Alan Cohen brings to center stage the truth that you deserve far more than you have
been settling for. Rather than hardship, you are heir to boundless love, forgiveness, prosperity, and
healing. Alan s down-to-earth approach oﬀers a wealth of compelling practical examples of how grace is
trying to reach you and most important how to let it work on your behalf. Open now to receive what has
been oﬀered you. The good that has seemed beyond your reach is now yours for the asking.
The Tao Made Easy Alan Cohen 2018-07-10 “Alan Cohen brings to life ancient wisdom for a new era
deeply in need of enlightenment. Fresh insights, practical, easy entry, and immense delight!” —
Chungliang Al Huang, president-director, Living Tao Foundation, and co-author with Alan Watts of Tao:
The Watercourse Way May you live during interesting times: so goes an ancient Chinese blessing—or
some say curse. That wish has come true for us. Now what? In this radically illuminating book, Alan
Cohen delves into one of the world’s most venerated wisdom texts for answers and brings the lofty and
enigmatic concepts of the Tao Te Ching down to earth in fresh, easy-to-grasp language with practical,
personal examples we can use to uplift our daily lives. Most other interpretations of the Tao march
through the stanzas one by one. Here Alan Cohen calls forth the ancient verses around themes that are
central to our modern lives —from love to work to the lessons we learn from pain. Then he brings each
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message to life in short vignettes where he imagines himself a student of Lao Tse and interacts with the
master directly and intimately. He invites you to join the ancient sage and the contemporary seeker as
they wend their way through the challenges and triumphs of the same journey you’re taking yourself.
The Broadband Connection Alan Carroll 2009-06-22 It's no secret that many IT professionals hate
presenting and are often very bad at it. Focusing on technical details and speaking in monotone, they
can quickly lose their audiences' attention and interest. Eﬀective presentation skills are critical to the
careers of IT professionals and the proper utilization of corporate resources. The Broadband Connection
will show IT professionals how to become articulate, eﬀective, and persuasive speakers—no matter how
diﬃcult the information being disseminated. In The Broadband Connection, author and expert Alan
Carroll, a transpersonal psychologist who has helped thousands of IT professionals worldwide evolve from
nervous, insecure speakers into savvy, successful presenters, oﬀers his proven strategies in this fresh
and innovative step-by-step guidebook. Utilizing language and principles speciﬁc to the IT industry, the
author teaches vital presentation skills in a familiar language the reader can identify with and
understand. This book provides the tools to unleash the graceful speaker hidden inside every IT
professional.
Past Life DNA Julia Thornbrough 2015-12-15 To BREAK the CYCLE. . . Love Yourself First Whenever asked,
Katie Lizowski had always said, “Sure, I love myself.” In her naiveté she assumed that had made it so.
But the challenge of loving herself was not that simple. To love herself required trust in the unknown,
honoring her feelings in the face of intimidation, and surrendering her ego. And what had Katie done the
better part of her life? Caved in to what she had really wanted to pursue and kept quiet about her true
feelings and opinions. And why had she done that? It would keep the peace and make everyone happy.
Or so she thought. But in its wake, she had built up colossal layers of anger and resentment. Now ask
yourself this? Do you have goals you’ve dismissed because of fear of the unknown or from another’s
intimidation? Do you have feelings and opinions about something no one else knows about but you? And
those feelings and experiences get replayed over and over in your mind? Is your life stuck in neutral?
Julia Thornbrough’s journey as seen through the eyes of Katherine Lizowski shows how she removed
huge layers of anger and hurt not only from this lifetime but from beyond. And what kept her former
husband and her returning for seven lifetimes? It was their inability to forgive. Every experience has
molded who you are today. They’ve deﬁned you and have shaped your reaction to life’s circumstances.
What matters most is that your new life, the one you were to meant to live, can start now. If your life isn’t
happy or you ﬁnd yourself repeating the same relationships, why not shorten your learning curve? Read
Julia’s story. Discover how forgiveness, combined with claiming your emotions, can take happiness from
a dream to reality.
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